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Abstract
Genes of an organism play a very crucial role in the working of various cellular activities. Genes and other biological molecules like DNA,
RNA do not operate alone but they all are correlated. Their relationships are shown with the help of networks commonly known as Gene
Regulatory Networks. Gene Regulatory Networks are complex control networks that show the map of interactions among the genes. They
provide very useful contribution to the genomic science and increase the understanding of various biological processes. In this paper, fuzzy logic
based method is proposed for the reverse engineering of gene regulatory network from microarray gene expression datasets. Pre-processing steps
have been introduced to increase the efficiency of the method. Clustering technique is also employed to divide the problem into sub problems to
reduce the computational complexity at some extent. Finally, the proposed method is tested on two different time course gene expression datasets
of yeast having GEO accession number GDS37 and GDS3030. The results are validated by using Specificity, Sensitivity and F-score as pa-
rameters. Results of the proposed method are further compared with other existing method which was proposed by Al-Shobaili in 2014.
© 2017 Faculty of Computers and Information Technology, Future University in Egypt. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open
access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
With availability of advanced technologies like microarray
technology, large amount of information related to expression
levels of genes of different living beings are available easily.
In the last few years, research in the field of reverse engi-
neering of gene regulatory network has received the growing
interest due to availability of gene expression data of different
living beings. Microarray is the technology which is used to
monitor and calculate gene expression levels of thousands of
genes simultaneously in single experiment [12]. Gene
expression level indicates the magnitude of a gene for defined
sample at a certain point of time in changing environment
conditions [9]. The gene expression data act as input for
reverse engineering of GRN. But microarray gene expression
datasets prepared from microarray technology are subjected to
noise and experimental errors. This makes the understanding
of dynamics of GRNs using correct and representative
methods/models a difficult task [18,3].
The large number of biological processes like cell repro-
duction, metabolism, etc that take place in the living organ-
isms at the cellular level are controlled by the regulation of
gene expressions [5]. Gene is the coding region of the DNA
that helps in the formation of proteins to regulate the biolog-
ical activities. The formed proteins further control the rate of
formation of proteins by some other genes. Some genes
enhance the formation of proteins process that are known as
activators and some genes which slows down that process are
known as inhibitors. Hence, genes regulate one another and
affect each other directly or indirectly which leads to the
formation of Gene Regulatory Network (GRN) [4,1,2]. It can
also be represented through directed or undirected graphs.
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The reverse engineering of GRNs from gene expression
data provide many useful applications in different areas, for
example, drug discovery, impact of drug on the individual,
help in the tracking of development of cancer in the cells, and
many more [32].
However, there exist many challenges which make the
reverse engineering of GRNs computationally complex. The
major problems are: curse of dimensionality (i.e. number of
samples are very few as compared to number of genes in the
microarray datasets), and incomplete data [19]. The increasing
number of genes leads to problem of high time complexity for
the methods. As the number of genes increases, the time
complexity of the method also increases exponentially.
Several methods have been proposed in the literature for the
reverse engineering of GRNs like Boolean Networks [26,34],
Probabilistic Boolean Networks (PBN) [30], Bayesian Net-
works [16,8,6], Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBN)
[16,21,29], Artificial Neural Network based models [25,20,17]
and Fuzzy Logic based models [22].
The main motivation for using the fuzzy logic lies in the
fact that biological networks are fuzzy in nature and therefore
fuzzy logic is an acceptable technique for reverse engineering
of GRN. The most basic fuzzy based technique was introduced
by Woolf and Wang (Bordon et al. [7]) to find out the re-
lationships between network triplets i.e. repressors, activators
and target genes using the Saccharomyces cerevisiae (yeast)
dataset. The major drawback of this technique is the time
complexity. The different fuzzy based methods which are
present in literature and perform effectively at some extend
are: Quantitative fuzzy logic modelling approach [33],
Collateral-Fuzzy Gene Regulatory Network Reconstruction
(CF-GeNe) [28], Exhaustive Search Fuzzy based Technique
[31] and Fuzzy Model for predicting change in expression
levels [23].
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 explains the
background which includes the introduction to fuzzy logic and
the traditional fuzzy logic based method for reverse engi-
neering of GRN. Section 3 explains step by step methodology
of the proposed method for the reverse engineering of GRN.
Section 4 gives detail about dataset employed and their results.
Section 5 provides the conclusion.
2. Background
2.1. Fuzzy logic
Fuzzy logic is a fundamental approach of computing which
is based on the degrees of truth rather than crisp values i.e. true
or false (0 or 1). It uses 0 and 1 for the extreme cases.
Mamdani and Tagaki-Sugeno are two well-known fuzzy logic
inference techniques. These models work on natural language
based if-then-else fuzzy rules. Fuzzy Logic is very simple and
easy approach to solve the complex problems with accuracy.
Fuzzy logic has various unique features like it is very robust as
it does not require exact inputs, it can be modified easily in
order to improve the performance, and it can produce smooth
output with wide range of inputs [15,10,11].
2.2. Traditional fuzzy logic based method
Woolf and Wang used fuzzy logic to depict the interactions
between the genes of yeast data [24,33]. This is one of the
basic techniques to find out the relationships between the re-
pressors, activators and target genes. The expression level
values of genes are fuzzified according to different qualifiers
like High, Low, Medium. The fuzzy rules used in this tech-
nique are described in the decision matrix as shown in Fig. 1.
According to these rules, target value is estimated. Finally,
the ranking is done on the basis of error between actual target
value and estimated target value. Genes with the low error are
scored higher i.e. have higher ranks [13].
3. Proposed method
Step 1e pre-processing
High dimensional microarray gene expression datasets
comprise of thousands of genes out of which some genes do
not show any interesting changes during experimentation.
Therefore, these genes can be removed as it will be helpful in
effective analysis of gene expression dataset. Fig. 2 represents
the filtering steps used in the proposed method for microarray
gene expression datasets.
First, the genes are identified with missing values and then
indexing commands are used to remove the genes. The reasons
for missing values in gene expression data are due to scratches

































Fig. 1. Decision matrix for Woolf and Wang model.
Removal of 
missing values 
Removal of genes 
with Low expression 
Remove Genes with low 
absolute expression 
Remove Genes with low 
entropy 
Fig. 2. Filtering steps for microarray gene expression dataset.
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expressions. If genes containing missing values are not
removed then it will lead us to wrong interpretation. Secondly,
the gene expression levels where values differ in very less
amount i.e. they have very low variance and flat in nature are
filtered out as they do not produce any interesting results. The
main aim to introduce this pre-processing step is to ensure that
a wide enough dynamic range of measurements exists in
different genes profiles. The formulae used to calculate vari-











where, N is total number of genes, Gi is the gene expression for
gene i and m represents the mean. Then, the gene with low
absolute expressions levels are filtered out. The low absolute
expressions of genes are due to poor spot hybridization and
large quantization errors in microarray experiment. The low
absolute value filter is implemented as it is believed that gene
profiles having low gene expression are less reliable than gene
profiles having high gene expression. Lastly the genes having
low entropy are removed. The effectiveness of the genes is
calculated by using entropy filter method. Low entropy means
less effective genes. The motive to remove low entropy genes is
to mitigate the spiking behaviour shown by some gene profiles
present in a particular gene expression dataset. The formulae
used to calculate entropy of the gene profile is given below:




where pðÞ is the probability function and i stands for number
of samples/time point of gene expression dataset.
Step 2 e clustering
After the pre-processing of microarray gene expression
dataset, the clustering is performed to divide the problem into
sub problems. The two different clustering techniques: hier-
archical clustering and k-means clustering are implemented on
the input microarray gene expression dataset in order to select
the most efficient technique.
K-means clustering outperforms the hierarchical clustering
as the performance of hierarchical clustering goes on
decreasing as the number of genes increases and it leads to
increase in the execution time of the proposed method. The
other benefit of using K-mean clustering on top of Hierarchical
clustering is that the genes are equally distributed in the clusters
produced by k-means clustering while in hierarchical clustering
the genes are mostly concentrated in two-three clusters.
K-means clustering produce better results for high dimen-
sional microarray gene expression datasets on the other hand
hierarchical clustering produces good results for small data-
sets. Therefore, k-means clustering is further used in the
proposed method for the reverse engineering of GRN.
In this work, clusters are generated using k-means clus-
tering technique. First, the networks of cluster centroids (CCs)
are generated. The cluster centres network is then examined to
check which cluster centre fits the method well. Those clusters
whose cluster centres do not fit in the network well are dis-
carded and remaining clusters are further considered for ex-
amination. This step is helpful in decreasing the computational
time of the proposed method to some extent and it also de-
creases the complexity of network [14].
Step 3 e fuzzy inference system for proposed method
Further, the genes present in the selected clusters are
normalized on the scale of 0e1 using the Min-Max technique.
Then the normalized values of input gene expression levels are
fuzzified using qualifiers High, Medium and Low based on the
following fuzzy membership functions as shown in Fig. 3.
The output of proposed fuzzy inference system is classified
into five qualifiers {Medium Increase (MI), High Increase
(HI), Insignificant (I), Medium Decrease (MD), High Decrease
(HD)}. After fuzzification of expression level of genes, genes
are further classified into Activator (A), Repressor (R) and
Target (T) genes. The target gene is estimated for each pair of
activator and repressor for every sample present in the
microarray gene expression dataset using the fuzzy rules
defined in Fuzzy Decision Matrix as shown in Fig. 4.
Step 4 e ranking of triplets
After successful completion of fuzzification, the target
value is defuzzified using the centroid method to get the final
target value. After the defuzzification, the Estimated Target
Value (ETV) and Actual Target Value (ATV) are compared
with each other to calculate the error and the variance. The






































Fig. 4. Decision matrix for proposed method.
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mathematical formulation for the calculation of Mean Squared
Error (MSE) gene is as follows:










where, X is the input matrix containing x1,… xk genes and k is
the total number of genes. N is the total number of samples in
a gene. y is the output target gene i.e. the estimated value of
target, y ¼ FðXÞ and z is the actual target value.
Variance (V) depends upon the number of rules fired for a
triplet to find the value of target gene. If all fuzzy rules are
fired equally, then the variance is low. Then, Residual Score
(R:S) is calculated on the basis of V and MSE.
R:S¼ VMSE
To find out the map of interactions in genes, triplets are
ranked. Firstly, the threshold limit (a) for residual score is
defined to 1%. The values corresponding to those triplets lies
below the threshold limit are further considered for ranking.
The threshold limit reduces the time complexity to some
extent. Selected gene triplets are ranked on the basis of residual
score that means low variance and low error means higher rank.
Resulting triplets are added to resultant matrix (Mr) and on
the basis of Mr, candidate Gene Regulatory Network (cGRN)
i.e. sub-network are generated. The above process is repeated
for each cluster and all cGRN are obtained. Then for every
cGRN, the gene representative of that network i.e. gene head
of clusters is found. Finally, all the cGRNs using their gene
representative are merged. A complete network of genes is
formed as the output. Fig. 5 shows complete block diagram of
the proposed method.
The Pseudo Code for carrying out the reverse engineering
of GRN for each cluster is shown below:
For each Clusteri
Formation of triplets; ART
For each triplet ARTj
ATVj ¼ Gene expression of target gene; Tj
Calculate new target value based on FIS; ETVj
MSEj ¼ ATVj  ETVj






Formation of Complete GRN
4. Experimental tests and results
4.1. Dataset
The time course gene expression datasets of yeast (S. cer-
evisiae) are taken into consideration for the validation of the
proposed method. The first dataset of yeast is taken during its
diamide treatment (GEO Accession Number GDS37) and
another is taken while it is shifting from anaerobic to aerobic
growth (GEO Accession Number GDS3030). The total num-
ber of genes of yeast data present at the time of diamide
treatment are 6385 at 7 different experimental conditions
while during shifting from anaerobic to aerobic growth are
6307 genes at 6 different experimental condition. The pro-
posed method is validated by employing FunCoup 3.0: a
database of genome-wide functional coupling networks [27].
The implementation of the proposed method is done in
MATLAB R2015a. Different genes are selected randomly
from the both datasets using a random function for the reverse
engineering of GRN. The randomly selected genes from GEO
Accession Number GDS37 using random function are as:
YGR066C, YGR201C, PEX14, DBP1, UGX2, UIP4, NQM1,
UPS2, YFL054C, GPX1 and SNA3. The genes selected from
Input
• Gene Expression Data
Preprocessing of Gene expression Data
• Removal of Missing Value 
• Low Variance Filter
• Low Absolute Filter
• Low Entropy Filter
Clustering
• K-mean Clustering
• Generation of Cluster centroid
• Removal of Unfit clusters
Designing of Fuzzy Inference System (FIS)
• Normalization of Genes
• Fuzzy Membership Function based Fuzzification
• Categorization of genes as: Activator, Repressor 
and Target genes
• Defining Fuzzy Decision Matrix
Ranking of triplets
• Defuzzification
• Calculation of ETV and ATV
• Estimate of Error and Variance
• Selected triplets are added to Mr
• Generation of cGRN
Output
• Merge all cGRN to form Complete GRN
Fig. 5. Block diagram of proposed method.
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other dataset i.e. GDS3030 are: YLR108C, ARA1, ADH5,
TMT1, ARG3, ARG56, CPA2, ARG4, RTC2, ICY2, INA1.
4.2. Results
To measure the performance of proposed method, Sensi-
tivity, Specificity and F-Score are the measures that are taken
into consideration. These parameters are defined as follows:
Sensitivity ðSnÞ ¼ Correctly predicted edges




¼ Correctly predicted edges
All edges present in the proposed method
F Score¼ 2*Sp*Sn
Sp þ Sn
Fig. 6. GRN generated by FunCoup 3.0 for Dataset with GEO Accession Number: GDS37.
Fig. 7. GRN generated by Proposed Method for Dataset with GEO Accession Number: GDS37.
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The GRN generated by FunCoup 3.0 for microarray gene
expression dataset with GEO accession number GDS37 is
shown in Fig. 6 while the network generated by the proposed
method for the same dataset is shown in Fig. 7.
Table 1 shows the performance measures for different
number of genes in microarray gene expression dataset with
GEO Accession Number: GDS37.
Fig. 8. GRN generated by FunCoup 3.0 for Dataset with GEO Accession Number: GDS3030.
Table 1
Performance measures of dataset GDS37.
Number of genes Specificity Sensitivity F-score
7 0.55 0.85 0.67
8 0.55 0.85 0.67
9 0.5 0.75 0.60
10 0.6 0.67 0.63
11 0.56 0.75 0.64
Fig. 9. GRN generated by FunCoup for Dataset with GEO Accession Number: GDS3030.
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Similarly, the GRN generated by FunCoup 3.0 for other
dataset with GEO accession number GDS3030 is shown in
Fig. 8 while that of proposed method is shown in Fig. 9.
Table 2 shows the performance measures for different
number of genes in microarray gene expression dataset with
GEO Accession Number: GDS3030.
The performance measures of both microarray gene
expression datasets are compared with existing method which
was proposed by Al-Shobaili [19] in 2014. Fig. 10 represents
the F-Score Comparison between proposed method and Al-
Shobaili 2014 for microarray gene expression dataset with
GEO accession number GDS37.
Fig. 11 represents the F-Score Comparison between pro-
posed method for microarray gene expression dataset with
GEO accession number GDS3030 with the method proposed
by Al-Shobaili 2014 for different number of genes.
5. Conclusion
Gene regulatory networks are complex networks and are
generated from the microarray gene expression datasets.
Fuzzy logic based technique is robust and can tackle the
incomplete and imprecise microarray gene expression data-
sets. The Woolf and Wang fuzzy logic based model is the most
basic technique for the reverse engineering of GRN but have

















F-Score Comparison for Different Number of Genes
Proposed Method for Dataset GDS37 Bayesian Network Proposed by Al-Shobaili 2014

















F-Score Comparison for Different Number of Genes
Proposed Method for Dataset GDS3030 Bayesian Network Proposed by Al-Shobaili 2014
Fig. 11. F-Score Comparison of dataset GDS3030 with method proposed by Al-Shobaili 2014.
Table 2
Performance measures of GDS3030.
Number of genes Specificity Sensitivity F-score
7 0.75 0.86 0.80
8 0.72 0.67 0.70
9 0.67 0.72 0.70
10 0.67 0.72 0.70
11 0.7 0.64 0.67
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efficiency. A novel fuzzy logic based method is presented in
this paper which introduces various significant steps like,
filtering and clustering, that increase its effectiveness.
Threshold limits are defined to decrease the time complexity
of the proposed method to some extent. This method is tested
on two different datasets of yeast with GEO accession number
GDS37 and GDS3030. The results of both datasets are
compared with the help of online database FunCoup 3.0. The
results are further compared with the existing method Al-
Shobaili 2014. The experimental results show that the pro-
posed fuzzy logic based method for reverse engineering of
GRN provides comparable results with the other existing
method in terms of the F-Score, sensitivity, and specificity.
In future, the method can be tested for the scalability and
generated GRN can be validated. In this research work, some
novel interactions are found among the genes which need to be
clinically tested in the laboratory.
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